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Abstract
The migrants would prefer not to return to the cities in the future because of the horrible experience confronted. They are currently anxious to get back to their territory and support on the absolute minimum that can be procured around there. According to the NSSO and Census information, there has been a huge migration to the urban cities areas from the rural regions; greater part of these are of intrastate rural-urban migration nature. Be that as it may, the Census information doesn't consider the migrant roundabout migrants who represent an enormous level of the absolute migrant labor force. According to a study led by NSSO in 2007-08, there had been 12.58 million momentary migrant workers living in rural India. They essentially shift to urban regions because of absence of return from farming and absence of chances in the rural regions. It has been seen that greater part of the migrant migrants have low instruction even out and have a place with the low pay layers with exceptionally small responsibility for. These migrants are essentially associated with hazardous low paying positions in the urban cities with practically no government managed retirement. In this review attempt has been done to examine whether adequate positions can be made to adjust the reverse migrants.
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Introduction
In all sphere of human existence, change is speeding up. This is valid any place we look, in the biological, economic, scholarly, political, proficient, psychological, social or innovative aspects of our lives. Alongside different changes, human desires are developing at a speeding up rate, not least in view of the rate of mechanical change in admittance to data. It isn't only that change is quick; it is getting quicker and quicker. In this uncommon setting, two viewpoints stick out. In the first place, the ordinary or typical ideas, qualities, strategies and conduct pervasive in callings are obligated to linger further and further behind the wilderneses. Second, future settings become increasingly hard to predict. In this transition and future vulnerability, we can expect (however who can be certain?) that change will keep on speeding up, that much polished skill
will keep on being outdated, and that we will keep on being obsolete and wrong in our expectation of things to come.

The ramifications for urban and rural improvement techniques are significant. When such countless millions are caught in absolutely unsuitable hardship, it would be enormously troublesome basically to empower just them alone to acquire satisfactory and respectable degrees of living; however when the gigantic expected population increments of things to come are added, the possibility is very overwhelming. The test presented is both pragmatic and scientific. What kinds of ideas and investigation could help us, mankind, address this difficulty better?

While a large part of the proof and contentions in this paper apply to urban conditions, our principle center is rural. This is for two reasons. In the first place, the necessities of the rural poor are probably going to settle the score less consideration later on. noticeable hopelessness, articulate goal and political association and impact in the citiesareas might join to pack assets in urban regions. Second, at the edge the bigger the quantity of individuals who can live acceptably in rural regions, so the less will be the human tension and hopelessness of the villages. There are shades, nuances and special cases, yet the major exact and standardizing condition from which we start is to look for ways for most provincial regions in emerging nations to help a lot more individuals.

Uttarakhand is a 27th state in the Northern Himalayan Region in India, with mixed agro-environment conditions. 86% of its canvassed region is in hills, over 64% under the backwoods and just 12.7% is remaining planted region. The whole population is 101.17 Lakh in which 69.5% population from rural areas. The whole population is 101.17 Lakh in which 69.5% population from rural areas. On the basis of occupational distribution Primary area 13.4%, Secondary Sector 35% and Tertiary Sector 51.6% contributed in Gross State Domestic Product (advance) at the current cost. (Uttarakhand initially – 2012-13)

From Census 2001 to 2011, the population development rate 0.70% in hill regions and 2.82% in plain area. The Primary wellspring of hill population is agro-occupational. The pay from horticulture and united exercises in the hill regions is ostensible in contrast with the plain. There is immense uniqueness in the pay levels in hills in analysis of fields. In the provincial hills because of intense geological conditions, distance and absence of work openings individuals are relocating from hills to plain. The migration rate in provincial is 344 for every 1000 people in Uttarakhand. (NSSO-2010) Over the most recent 10 years, there are 1,18,981 long-lasting migrants from 3,946 gram Panchayats. The principle justification for migration is the issue of work/occupational followed by shortage of training; wellbeing and framework. (Migration Commission Report - 2018)

The idea of occupational sustainability is straightforwardly associated with the economic action of individuals: economic migration benefits from the indigenous habitat simultaneously, nature have a ability as a sink for “discharges” of the economic framework as emanations and waste.
Since the two assets and the climate's ingestion limit are restricted, monetary cycles should be sustainable if long pull advancement objectives will not be forfeited to momentary success. This paper centers around the practical advancement through occupational upgrade action in mountain villages of Uttarakhand as mountain villages for the most part have a high extent of women to men when contrasted with plain regions. This is because of significant degrees of out-migration of men looking for occupations and finance wages. Regularly, a mother in a rural mountain family works for 12 hours every day, of which 3.5 hours arrangements of fuel, feed and water, 3.5 hours are spent on occupation related work and 4.75 hours on day by day family assignments (Chopra and Ghosh 2000).

Sustainable development in not only associated with environment but it is related with the need of entire human existence. Fundamental human framework resources are human lives, wellbeing and security; climate; property and public government assistance; foundations and innovations, specifically those that have a place with the basic ones (Prochazkova, D. 2011).

**Objective**

1) To study the strategies for sustainable development of reverse migrants.

2) To ensure socio-economic security among the downtrodden population of the society.

3) To search the options for self-employment which can contribute in reverse migrants.

**Methodology**

The following research is based on the secondary data and the available sources on the migrants of Uttarakhand. Observation, Informal interaction with the local residents was been conducted by the research during the tour of Uttarakhand. In this tour researcher tried to understand the reasons behind migration, reverse migrants and the option for sustainability.

**Deliberations on Sustainability**

This arguments with acknowledgment that in low and middle income nations, the abuse of rural assets is as of now regularly impractical, and least maintainable in those districts, nations and zones with the most reduced urbanization, the most noteworthy population development rates, and the most weak provincial conditions. Any procedure for climate and advancement for the 21st century which is worried about individuals, equity and sustainability has, then, at that point, to go up against the topic of how a tremendously bigger number of individuals can acquire to some degree essentially nice rural occupations in a way which can be maintained, a considerable lot of them in conditions which are delicate and negligible.
In searching for signs and replies to that inquiry, a beginning stage is to look at certain parts of regular analysis in social sciences. Three methods of intellectual being developed instructing and investigation have demonstrated independently resistant to change: foundation intellectual, occupational intellectual, and hardship line intellectual.

Foundation Intellectual

Issues characterized differently as 'hunger', under nutrition, lack of healthy sustenance, and starvation are in this mode seen as issues of foundation, of delivering sufficient food. There is, however, overpowering proof (see for example Sen 1981 for the fundamental work) that these are substantially more issues of privileges, of having the option to order food supplies, than of foundation or supply.

Occupational Intellectual

The issues of the poor are viewed as absence of occupational, prompting the solution of creating huge quantities of new 'working environments' (for example Schumacher 1973). The ideal is full occupational, in which everybody has 'some work'. However, this loners much rural reality, wherein individuals look to assemble a living through diverse exercises.

Hardship line Intellectual

Hardship is characterized as far as a solitary continuum, the poverty line, which is estimated as far as wages (particularly wages or pay rates) or utilization. The point then, at that point, is to empower more individuals to rise over the line, and less to sink beneath it. Yet, hardship and prosperity, as poor rural individuals see them, have many measurements which don't compare with this action (see for example Jodha 1988).

Foundation, occupational and finance pay as pointers of prosperity are modern distractions; and each of the three are additionally manageable to estimation along single scales – sum delivered (regardless of whether huge loads of steel or huge loads of food grains), numbers utilized in positions, and income or wages in a week after week or regularly scheduled compensation bundle. They have tight reasonable bases thought out and planned in focal places, and applied hierarchical to inspire information that fit into preset boxes. These ideas and measures, produced in urban conditions and for proficient comfort, don't fit or catch the complicated and various real factors of most provincial life. They represent the disappointment of much ordinary analysis to get or show the plural needs of the rural poor and their numerous and fluctuated procedures to acquire a living.
**Sustainable livelihoods as an incorporating idea**

Abilities, equity, and sustainability join in the idea of economical livelihoods. A livelihood in its easiest sense is a method for acquiring a living. Abilities are both an end and method for occupational: an occupation offers the help for the upgrade and exercise of capacities (an end); and abilities (a method) empower a work to be acquired. Equity is both an end and a method: any base meaning of equity should incorporate sufficient and good livelihoods for each of the (an end); and equity in resources and access are preconditions (implies) for acquiring satisfactory and fair livelihoods. Sustainability, as well, is both end and means: maintainable stewardship of assets is a worth (or end) in itself; and it gives conditions (a method) for occupations to be supported for people in the future.

The sustainability of occupations brings up many issues. These fall into two categories: regardless of whether a livelihood is sustainable environmentally, in its consequences for nearby and worldwide assets and different resources; and whether it is sustainable socially, that is, ready to adapt to pressure and stuns, and hold its ability to proceed and improve. Sustainability is accordingly an element of how resources and capacities are used, kept up with and improved to safeguard occupations.

Natural sustainability concerns the outer effect of livelihoods on different occupations; social sustainability concerns their inner ability to withstand outside pressures.

**Functional analysis**

To interpret ideas of occupations and sustainability into reasonable and proficient approaches requires suitable scientific directions and techniques. Three of these will be inspected: esteeming future livelihoods; upgrading occupational power; and assessing work impacts.

**Research ramifications**

Any rundown of exploration suggestions for the rich ought to be going by assessing the net natural requests of their livelihoods, and contriving individual ecological monetary records to incite mindfulness and activity to diminish requests.

**Sustainable rural livelihoods and migration**

Seeing better how more individuals can need and have the option to keep on acquiring their livelihoods in rural regions, how to forestall trouble migration to urban regions, and how to help willful inversions of rural urban migration. At last, riding among training and analysis, are inquiries of commonsense turn of events and testing of ideas and techniques. These include:
• Assessing the natural and financial conditions under which livelihood - power is amplified.

• Testing and creating SL-force (sustainable livelihood) and net SL impacts as functional ideas in approach plan and undertaking cycles.

• Exploring the utility of SL models as supplements or options in contrast to limiting, and how to balance the ordinary view from the present by taking the view in reverse from what’s to come.

The migrants would prefer not to return to the cities in the future because of the awful experience confronted. They are currently anxious to get back to their territory and support on the absolute minimum that can be procured around there. Larger part of the migrants had disappeared from agro-occupational and are presently ready to return to their territory; they need to get their property and acquire a livelihood from the land. The landless laborers are additionally able to return since they essentially have a safe house in their village. They would prefer not to return to these cities areas for work sooner rather than later because of the horrendous experience confronted and the evil treatment by their industrialist bosses. In any case, is this reverse migration sustainable? Would enough be able to open positions be made in the rural or peri-urban regions to ingest this labor force?

Horrible experience looked by the migrants during this lockdown period has constrained them to return to their local spot and presently they are not ready to get back to these urban cities for work. However, the inquiry is, will it be feasible for these workers to earn enough to pay the rent in their villages and not get back to their previous work environment. That is remarkably sketchy. Work age in the provincial and nearby semi-urban region is relied upon to set aside time. Will it be workable for the workers to remain back till then, at that point? The pandemic has shown us the need to foster the rural and nearby semi-urban regions. Till date, all economic exercises are concentrated around the urban cities, prompting tremendous population strain here. This in the end prompts mediocre working condition and way of life of the urban poor. The more helpless are the migrants. Consequently, foster designs for the semi-urban regions which may help in producing huge non-ranch occupations. However, this will require time to get executed.

The incorporation and thought of returning migrant workers' economic necessities in the reaction and recuperation measures is fundamental, paying little heed to enlistment of home, transitory or working status. Social insurance, just as crisis help (finance and food support, impermanent occupational openings, and alleviation in credit reimbursement) need to cover all, including returning migrant laborers (FAO, 2020b).

With great many migrants who had left Uttarakhand for greener fields returning in the midst of the lockdown, the state government is attempting to persuade them to remain on and revamp
their lives there, offering without interest credits, endowments and let loose power to set eco-the travel industry and miniature endeavors. The state government has likewise added an extra spending plan for occupational producing plans, for example, the Veer Chandra Garhwali Yojana, which offers miniature credit planned to set out feasible work open doors in the travel industry and set up offices to run taxis, transports, eateries and the travel industry information focuses.

In any case, migrants say it is too early to choose, and call attention to a group of issues that made them leave in any case, including deficient public medical services and instruction; low usefulness in farming just as harm by wild animals; and helpless framework.

“Let the government first set up a successful model of a venture and run it successfully to evoke confidence,” said Nagender Rawat, 34 years, who worked in Ghazibad in an private firm for six years, has returned back with his wife, children in Champawat ....... Village.

"Government schemes and policies needs to be restructured so that the poorer, needy can directly be benefited. Yet the schemes related to employment are not fully implemented on the ground level," said Bhupender Pathak, 24 years, who after completing his Engineering Course joined BYJU'S education software company in nodia, has returned back in champawat...... village.

Throughout the long term, Uttarakhand has seen a huge departure of individuals to the fields, different pieces of the nation and abroad as helpless improvement in the hills set out scarcely any open doors. Presently, the boundless conclusion of assembling units, inns and different organizations somewhere else has constrained them to return.

As of April 23, 2020, an aggregate of 59,360 individuals have returned back to the 10 hill regions of Uttarakhand, as per government records and authorities. Of these, 12,039 are from Pauri Garhwal and 9,303 from Almora, two areas generally influenced by migration, as per a between time report delivered by the state's Rural Development and Migration Commission (RDMC) on April 23, 2020.

"Living, all by itself, is a struggle. It is truly challenging to live in squeezed one-room leased accommodation with three others," said Puran Bisht of Badait village, who functions as an assistant in a flavor store in Dehradun. "I need to get back to my folks, spouse and youngsters in the open and sound climate of my village, for great, given the state government helps me in procuring a good occupation."

**Government motivations**

A report that suggests ventures for the state's monetary recovery, for example, provincial occupation foundation in the hills to stem out-migration and draw migrants to return, is expected
to be presented for this present month, Indu Kumar Pandey, top of the state's Economic Revival Committee Post-Covid and director of the Uttarakhand Finance Commission, told India Spend.

"It is an extraordinary chance for the state government to contact huge number of its talented and experienced migrants who have returned home nowadays," Sharad Singh Negi, bad habit director of RDMC and finance secretary, told India Spend. Notwithstanding, he said, "At this point, 70% of them have declined to remain back. Some have shown interest in beginning their own little endeavors."

In the interim, each area organization has arranged a profile of every migrant. The RDMC has presented a between time report in the wake of directing an internet based example study on April 23, 2020.

"Subsequent to conversing with migrants, I have made a few proposals to the state government in my between time report which incorporate setting down arrangements for sans interest credits, substantial endowments and let loose power for individuals to set new pursuits in areas like eco-the travel industry or for miniature ventures," Negi said. "Extra spending plan for occupational producing plans like Vir Chader Gadhwali Yojana also have been recommended."

"I have suggested one village-one cooperative culture, where every one of the little landholdings of one village are pooled to grow one sort of produce and sold through a smooth store network," said Pandey of the finance commission. "We will energize esteem expansion for every one of our endeavors like agro-occupational, development of spices, dairy and poultry cultivating for the rural area which will give a lift to the pay of locals. Decentralization and micro economy through self-help groups will be upheld."

Workers likewise concur that migration has harmed the rural economy and yearnings of the basic hill staying family. Out-migration from villages along the worldwide boundary "presents genuine public safety worries", as per the RDMC's 2018 report, validated by reports of "an area stamping" in Baharoti village in Joshimath. Anil Joshi, advocate of the Gaon Bachao (save villages) crusade, has suggested the improvement model of adjoining Himachal Pradesh, which has a comparative geology. "Himachal Pradesh has created a roaring economy with exceptional farming and agriculture," Joshi said. "A similar model whenever reproduced in Uttarakhand, won't just create occupational however will likewise advance the nature."

Landowners could do ponders with the rich land and regular assets in the hills and the issue of wild animals would likewise vanish if individuals worked in the fields, said HARC's Kunwar Singh.

"Across the Himalayan belt on the planet, the hill networks experience the most exceedingly terrible working and day to day environments in the urban regions while working for low-paying
positions. So migration has its own incidental effects," Binod Khadria said. Further he suggests that the state government structure a warning leading body of experts and partners to devise creative answers for switch migration through maintainable advancement in the hills, where families live joined together and deal with their wildernesses and other normal assets.

**Migrants Views**

Paramvir Rawat, 24, who has gotten back to Raidul village from Dubai on March 20, 2020, days before the cross rural lockdown was authorized, said he would trust that framework will improve. "Livelihood and openings need to improve on the ground for us to return," he said.

Throughout the last decade, Uttarakhand has additionally seen a deluge of individuals from outside - - many have passed on fruitful livelihoods to get comfortable the tranquil and contamination free existence of the hills. Many have likewise encouraged local networks. Roopesh Rai, 40, a top chief with a five-star inn in Delhi, quit his place of employment and transformed deserted houses into home-stays in numerous villages like Raithal and Kanatal. He likewise set up the non-benefit Green People. "The normal inclination of administrative noise and meddling way to deal with make obstacles to separate cash from occupational people needs to stop," he said. "Furthermore, the public authority should zero in on huge elements like making uber foundation for experience the travel industry instead of focusing on people through plans."

**Conclusion**

**A paradigm shift for the 21st century and beyond**

Every aspect of sustainable livelihood is not possible to be covered. So the following research is limited consideration to a great extent to the family, and particularly the less privileged rural as opposed to urban, however additionally long term perspective is taken out viewpoint. There are suggestions for policy, for research, and for the readers.

**Policy Ramifications**

Policy suggestions follow from the drawn out perspective on a long-lasting future for mankind, of a lot more individuals living on the globally. For the more extravagant, the need is to change their ways of life to set lower expectations for the climate. In the event that the rich set lower expectations, more is left for poor people and for people in the future. Valuing and tax assessment arrangements could add to decreasing ecological interest. An overall mission for mindfulness and restraint is additionally inferred. One section could be close to home livelihood natural accounting reports. These would show the size of individual obligation to the climate and to people in the future. They would apply significantly more to the rich than poor people, showing independently the amount we are drawing on our normal worldwide capital.
For the less fortunate, who are our primary worry here, and particularly the provincial more unfortunate, the three ideas with which we began apply.

**Enhancing Ability**

Work ability in a setting of progress and unusualness requires being versatile, flexible, speedy to change, all around informed, and ready to take advantage of assorted, muddling and changing assets and openings. There are useful ramifications for the arrangement of empowering foundation and administrations, including:

- Education for work connected ability
- Health, both preventive and corrective to forestall extremely durable inability
- Bigger and better bushels of decisions for agrioccupational, and backing for ranchers' analyses
- Transport, correspondences and data administrations (about privileges, markets, costs, skills...)

**Improving Equity**

Giving need to the capacities, resources and access of the less fortunate, including minorities and women. Down to environmentally suggestions for these categories include:

- Redistribution of substantial resources, particularly land
- Secure privileges to land, water, trees and different assets, and secure legacy for kids
- Protection and the board of normal property assets and impartial privileges of access for the deprived
- Enhancing the power and efficiency of asset use, and taking advantage of limited scope financial cooperative energy
- Removing limitations which overcome and debilitate poor people

**Increasing Social Sustainability**

Diminishing weakness by controlling outside pressure, limiting shocks, and giving wellbeing nets, with the goal that needy individuals don't become more unfortunate. Functional measures are many (see likewise IDS 1989) and include:

- Peace and fair rule of peace and law
- Disaster anticipation
- Counter seasonal procedures to give food, wage and work for the less privileged at terrible times
- Health administrations that are available and compelling in terrible seasons, including treatment for casualties

Among the less privileged, these three factors are much more significant to develop a sustainable livelihood for the people residing in rural areas in the 21st century and beyond.
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